AMENDMENT #1

FORMAL SEALED BID NO: MC89-12016-5224

TITLE: BOTTLED BEVERAGES

Opening: DECEMBER 01, 2016

To All Bidders:

1. See page 2 of this amendment for answers to questions posed by a potential bidder(s).

2. All other terms and conditions remain the same.

3. A copy of this amendment must be signed by bidder and attached to bid.

Authorized Purchasing Officer

Acknowledged and Subscribed to:

Bidder Name: __________________________________________

By: (sign in ink) ___________________________________ Title: ____________________________
**Question:** What is GP Tea?

**Answer:** Gold Peak Tea.

**Question:** Regarding delivery of the product; exact location the product is to be delivered to?

**Answer:** At NUMC Campus, East Meadow, (Main Bldg.)- Food & Nutrition Dept. (storage area), entrance is on loading dock, capable of receiving pallet shipments.

**Question:** Regarding the vending machines; where are the vending machines to be located, is there a loading dock, is there an elevator, is electric outlet sufficient, who will operate the vending machines, who sets pricing, who fills & maintains machines?

**Answer:** Vendor shall install two (2) beverage vending machines at NUMC Campus, East Meadow, (Main Bldg.)-1st floor lobby area outside Employee Cafeteria, this area has electric outlets and freight elevator access. NUMC shall set pricing, load and operate machines, however any mechanical, service or operating issues shall be the responsibility of the vendor who shall maintain title to said equipment, which shall be used during the contract period by NUMC to dispense vendor’s product.

**NOTE:** A site visit is **not** required for a bidder to quote on this bid package. However, if a bidder feels they must visit the location to complete their bid response, they must contact; Theresa Giangarra at 516-572-5787, for an appointment.